
Here is the early and more complete reporting on an Armed Assault in Texas…   

 

….an early and local report about the two Muslim gunman (ages 31 & 34) attacking an art display in 

Texas - Yesterday.     

 

http://www.dallasnews.com/news/local-news/20150503-breaking-gunfire-reported-at-anti-islam-

event-at-garland-isd-facility.ece  

 

Many Vile, Disgusting, Dishonest, and Disrespectful things are said or displayed about Jesus, the 

Bible, or Christianity, but you don’t see the “Radical” Christians (or any other Christians) taking their 

guns to an event with the purpose of KILLING whomever is present.     You don’t see all Muslim’s acting 

out like the two above, but there are enough RADICALS in their religion to pose a real and dangerous 

threat across the globe. 

 

The Radical Islamic is a disease (a Cancerous Plight) upon the ENTIRE Earth.   They have MURDERED 

thousands of non-combatants and preach that ALL non-Muslims should die.    The Radical Islamic should 

be eradicated to full extinction with extreme prejudice or permanently quarantined for the remainder of 

time.     

 

Terrorists are just like Termites – you solve the problem… or the house falls down.   All Termites 

have one purpose and goal from birth to death… CONSUME the wood in your House.     You protect and 

save your house by TOTALLY eliminating the Termite and his entire nest.     The Radical Islamic breeds 

his evil intent into every member of his enclave from the first teachable moment to the last breathes of 

life.    The Radical Islamic is hard wired to follow, obey, and commit the atrocities we see every week 

around the globe.    The Radical Islamic was contained for a long time in a limited area, but our leaders 

have failed to maintain that containment and now we suffer world-wide infestation from this plague.           

 

Until ALL Radical Islamic followers are extinct or permanently imprisoned in one country cut off 

from all outside world contact, we risk the same fate as Garland, Texas. 

 

 

STAND UP and FIGHT BACK… or just bend over and take it. 

 

Sincerely 

 

Donald D Brannan, CEO 

ProTEQ Firearms Academy                              www.proteq.us  

          A Division of ProTEQ Industries 

 

 


